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President's Column
Bill Fowle
It was good to see everyone again at our first meeting of the 2016-17 season and hear about your
Summers. Sounds like lots of you had a great summer: some turning, some travel, lots of fun.
WOW is the best word I can use to describe Michael Blankenship’s demonstration. Most of us would
consider turning to be impossible if we were blind. What an inspiration to hear Michael describe how
he learned to turn, the processes he has developed and the jigs he has built to help him with it. Many
of these jigs would help a sighted turner as well. For those few of us who attended, his amazing turning and his sense of humour made the demo a really enjoyable event. Thanks to Michael and his wife
for coming and sharing with us! For those who missed his demo, you should add seeing him turn to
your woodturning bucket list.
Don’t forget we have Eric Lofstrom coming for a demo and class on November 12th and 13th. Eric
says on his website “Conscious of the importance (that) tool control plays in creating pieces, I believe
it is not only important to know which techniques work but also why they work. As a passionate
teacher and woodturner, I hope to impact the world of woodturning by helping others build confidence in tool control and developing their own voice in woodturning!”. Eric’s turnings are diverse
and unique. Everything from bowls and platters to fish, hollow forms and square rims. This should be
an excellent demo to learn more about tool control and how it affects our work. Hope to see you
there.
Thanks to Kees for fixing up our PA system with new mics and adapting our old system to a small
portable PA we can use for FOF and other onsite demonstrations.
Robert Carlson’s demo of decorating with electricity was intriguing. He produces some amazing designs. Personally I am not ready to play with that much electricity, but I have to complement Robert
for stressing how to achieve these results safely. Thanks Robert for such an interesting demonstration.
Registration is going and if memory serves me well, five new members joining our guild at the last
meeting. I welcome them and hope they learn as much about our craft as I have. Please remember to
register this upcoming meeting if you haven’t already.
Finally, at our last meeting The Board honored one of our own with the Outstanding Contribution
Award. Merv Graham is only the third person to receive this award in our 17 year history. Merv was
honored for his years of service to the Guild having served as a Board member and consistent volunteer whenever something needed to be done. Congratulation Merv and thank you for all you have
done.
Happy Turning

Bill

GVWG
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Editor's Notes
Bruce Campbell
GVWG has a worldwide reputation for hosting well-known turners who demonstrate and teach for
us. For those who have yet to discover these sessions it is the very best value for your education dollar that you can have. Please read about our most recent demonstrator, Michael Blankenship. Besides being highly entertaining and a very good turner, Michael is totally blind. His story is a real
inspiration to us all.
The Board awarded our Outstanding Contribution Award for only the third time since its inception
in 2007. Merv Graham was recognized for his long and tireless work. Read the details of his citation below.
Be sure to check out our 2016-17 Guild calendar which includes our meeting schedule as well as our
upcoming demonstrator dates.
And, as always, if you have something that you would like to have appear in the newsletter send it to
editor@gvwg.ca Remember, it need not be fancy. If you send use the details – even if it is in point
form – we will turn it into an article.

Bruce Campbell eÉuxÜà VtÜÄáÉÇ
Bruce Campbell, editor and Robert Carlson, publisher

Front Cover:
Dan Breck – Vase –
Silver Maple
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Tech Talk

GVWG
Tech Talk is a monthly round table discussion on the “how”
of woodturning. Participants bring questions, problems,
ideas, or solutions to contribute to the discussion.

Bruce Campbell
There was a short but enjoyable Tech Talk last
month. We started off by collectively recalling
the excellent ideas that Michael Blankenship
shared with us during his excellent demonstration. We agree on at least four:
 Who of us has not run our hand on a blank
to stop the lathe more quickly? Michael
does this too but he uses whatever tool he
is holding to push on the blank instead of
his bare hand. Easy and safer.
 Michael developed a simple jig to help to
measure the depth of his bowl and prevent
him from going through the bottom. He
told us it will come out in the AAW Journal
(Tips and Tricks) early next year. But we
saw it here first.
 He developed a go/no go gauge that allows
him to size a recess inside a cored blank so
he can grip it and turn the outside. If the
small end will not fit in the recess then it is
too small for the chuck and if the large size
does fit then the recess is too large for the
jaws. Easy, quick and nearly foolproof.
 When making Christmas ornaments a tenon needs to be cut on the finial to connect it
to the ball of the ornament. To do this
quickly, Michael uses a hole-cutter bit. After some discussion we agreed that a plug
cutter would be as effective and safer.
Since then I have sourced plug cutter from
¼” up to 1” I diameter from Lee Valley,
Busy Bee, and KMS Tools.

Thom brought in his self-powered sander to
show us how the plastic backing had completely collapsed and ripped right off the post. We
all agreed that only gentle pressure should be
used when sanding with these tools to prevent
overheating. But he did not think that was the
issue. Perhaps the plastic just got old and brittle. We all suggested that he might try turning
a new wooden pad and gluing a rubber pad
and Velcro hook sheet to it. Claudia recommended using contact cement for this. I also
suggested he make a series of them, one for
each grit. That would reduce the wear on the
Velcro from constantly changing disks.
Scott is a new member and wanted some suggestion on how to handle soft spalted birch.
We talked about PEG and agree that it is expensive and doesn’t really work. We talked
about CA glue and how it is expensive and
hard on the eyes. We talked about tear-out
and trouble with sanding. And we talked
about the danger of breathing mold spores.
And, in the end we all agreed that life is too
short to turn punky wood. Welcome to the
Guild, Scott and thanks for participation in
Tech Talk.
If you have questions or technical suggestion
to share, please join us for Tech Talk next
time.

GVWG
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Focus On Fundamentals

Hollowing small forms

By Phil Vetra
Jim Johnson shared his knowledge of the tools
used for hollowing small forms.

which is oriented at an angle and is polished, will
last about a year and give a smooth cut. When the
cutter gets a little dull all you have to do is loosen
the screw and rotate it a little and away you go.
The shafts of these tools will allow you to have a
small opening.

Here he shows the Derry ornament hollower.
He mentions about how he uses it in reverse turning. The out rigger will stabilize the tool on the extra long tool rest.

The Robert Sorby Swan neck tool you must have a
larger hole but, you can use a number of home
made cutters, which is more to a scrapping action.
You can make a tear drop cutter from an old industrial planer blade (which show up from time to
time at the meetings) or a 1/4”X1/4” polished cutter that you can get from Busy Bee Tools or KMS
Tools.

The chuck has to be locked on the spindle with a
grub screw.
Jim’s tip so you know where the cutter is oriented
is to have the set screws in the up position.

Thank you Jim for sharing.

The October meeting Phil Vetra will prepare raw
wood for turning.
The Hunter Swan neck tool can be used with the
out rigger stabilizer also but you have to use it in
the normal forward rotation. This carbide cutter
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Doing Lichtenberg Pyrography Safely
with Robert Carlson
By Bruce Campbell
There has been a lot about Lichtenberg Pyrography What is a Lichtenberg Figure?
on the Internet lately but, unfortunately, few of the
"Lichtenberg figures" are branching, tree-like patarticles talk about either the safety procedures or
terns that are created by the passage of high voltthe potential dangers.
age electrical discharges along the surface, or
through, electrically insulating materials
Robert Carlson has extensive and diverse experi(dielectrics). This can include the ground, wood,
ence with electricity and Larry Stevenson also
makes his living making sure electrical gear is safe. certain plastics, and flesh.
Larry asked Robert to talk about this topic and
Example pictures here
helped in the preparation of the presentation.

Safety First:
These patterns are made with equipment that generated very high voltage and when not handled
properly it can be very is dangerous. Without the
right equipment and procedures it can kill you.

GVWG
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Here are few things that can go wrong:
Very Real Hazards
Ventricular fibrillation
(heart attack):

A domestic power supply voltage (110 or 230 V), 50 or 60 Hz alternating current (AC) through the chest for a fraction of a second can trigger a heart attack.
When using DC current (like in these tools) a currents as low as 30 mA can do
the same thing. If not treated immediately this is usually lethal. Above 200 mA,
muscle contractions can be so strong that the heart muscles cannot move at all
and defibrillation may be impossible.

Burns:

Heating due to resistance can cause extensive and deep burns. Voltage levels of
500 to 1000 volts tend to cause internal burns due to the large energy available
from the source. Damage due to current is through tissue heating and can happen in just in a few seconds.

Neurological effects:

Current can cause interference with nervous control, especially over the heart
and lungs. Repeated or severe electric shock which does not lead to death has
been shown to cause neuropathy. Recent research has found that shocks can
affect memory and motor skills. When the current path is through the head, loss
of consciousness almost always occurs swiftly.

Arc-flash hazards:

An arc flash happens when high voltage wires cross causing a big spark. This
spark gives off the same type of light radiation as an arc welder and since up to
80 percent of reported electrical injuries involve thermal burns professional
welders protect themselves using face shields with dark glass, heavy leather
gloves, and full-coverage clothing. Since we are attempting to do similar things
we need to take similar care.
Ultraviolet light from the arc can also cause UV burning (sunburn).
The arc blast may also vaporize metal that can cause contact burns as well as
vapour poisoning.

Since the risk is very real and the damage can be so sever it is important to take proper care. Here are
some essential safety tips:

Don't work alone
Wear rubber bottom
shoes or sneakers
Wear eye protection

Saftey Tips
in the event of an emergency another person's presence may be essential.
An insulated floor is better than metal or bare concrete but this may be outside of your control. A rubber mat should be an acceptable substitute but a
carpet, no matter how thick, may not be a particularly good insulator.
Face shield, large plastic lensed eyeglasses or safety goggles.

Nothing “conductible”

Don't wear any jewelry or other articles that could accidentally contact circuitry and conduct current, or get caught in moving parts.

Stay away from electrical
ground
Fire Extinguisher

Set up your work area away from possible grounds that you may accidentally
contact. Use a non conductive work surface. Do not use wood or metal.
Have a fire extinguisher rated for electrical fires readily accessible in a location that won't get blocked should something burst into flames.
Know where your equipment comes from, how old it is, what is its electrical
rating, etc.

Know your equipment.

(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

Now, having thought about all of that lets turn out attention to building our Lichtenberg machine. Here
are some additional things to consider:

Equipment DON’Ts
Don’t use a microwave oven transformer.

The current produced is too high and thus very
dangerous.

Don’t use household wiring for high voltage.

The insulation is only rated to 600 volts and will
break down (melt or fail) at these higher voltages.

Don’t use anything galvanized or other metal coating for high voltage connections.

The coating can vaporize and cause lung damage,
etc.

Don’t use used or salvaged insulating materials
unless you can verify their condition.
Verify the specifications on all insulating materials
used.
Unless you are confident in your skill and knowledge of working with high voltage - DON’T DO IT!!!

Once Robert (with Larry’s help) managed to scare the
day-lights out of us, he proceeded to show us his setup.
He used a transformer normally used in neon signs. It
produces 8,000 volts at 30 milliamps. This is plugged
into a standard wall socket but Robert added a simple
floor switch so he could turn it on and off while his
hands were full. For electrodes he used solid brass rods
connected to the system with high voltage wires and
additionally insulted with PVC pipe handles. If you
want to build one of these units I highly recommend
that you contact Robert for advice and guidance.
Once the unit is ready it is time to burn patterns. On its
own wood is a reasonably good insulator so it needs to
be wetted with something that will allow a current to
flow. Robert recommends a weak solution of water and
baking soda (about a tablespoon per liter of water).
This is painted on to the wood and allowed to soak in
for a few moments. Then the electrodes are touched to
the wood and the moving current burns the Lichtenberg patterns into the wood.
The patterns are difficult to control. They are like water

GVWG
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flowing down a hill; they grow in the direction of
least electrical resistance. And this can be in ways
you do not expect such as through the wall of a vessel and out the other side. However, with some
experimentation, Robert did discover that you can
make just one electrode burn the wood by making
the wood around the other one very wet.
In summary, this is not something you should take
on lightly. To be done properly you need the correct material assembled in the right way and used
properly. If you are like me, when I want some
Lichtenberg pattern on a piece I will call Robert for
help.

Turning 101 to be Revised
After many years Gerry Vickers has retired as our
Turning 101 coordinator. A number of our members made their first forays into turning under the
care and attention of our 101 program and we must
thank Gerry, the 101 instructors, assistants, and
volunteers who have given tirelessly to the program.
Barry Wilkinson has agreed to be the new Turning
101 coordinator and he will lead a revision of the
program designed to focus on techniques and skills

building. The format is yet to be finalized but will
likely be based on several intensive weekend sessions, one on spindle turning and the other on
bowl turning.
A schedule and details will be announced in the
near future.
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Guild Members Demonstrate at
Arts Alive 2016 in Langley
By Allan Cusworth
On August 20, 2016, Bill Olsen, Jay Mapson, Dan
Breck and I set up canopies in Langley City at the
annual Downtown Langley Business Association’s
Arts Alive Festival. Phil Vetra was a part of the day
with his turned pieces being displayed on Dan’s
table. Phil had to work but still took the time to
help set up and take down the displays.
This is the sixth year members GVWG and FVWG
turners have been demonstrating at Arts Alive,
starting with Bill Olsen, Colin Delory and Allan
Cusworth in 2011. From the one booth used the
first year, the display has gotten larger to the three
booths that were used this year.
My wife Natalia, and Jay’s wife, Lin filled the important role of sales and marketing specialists
while the turners demonstrated and visited with

the customers.
The crowd showed great interest in woodturning.
Many visitors said they had done some turning in
high school, and some were thinking of trying to
start the hobby again. We handed out a number of
guild meeting invitations.
We all had a great time demonstrating our craft to
the visitors and many of them purchased a variety
of pieces that we had for sale.
Natalia and I did double duty again by performing
our music (Cypress Creek Duo) on the stage in
McBurney Lane later in the day.
We all felt that the day was successful and look
forward to next year’s event.

GVWG
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Michael Blankenship – Demonstration
By Bruce Campbell
When Art Liestman returned from a trip to the
Craft Supply Symposium in Salt Lake Utah last
year he raved about one presenter in particular
saying it was probably the best demonstration he
had ever seen. And the turner was completely
blind. That turner was Michael Blankenship. On
Saturday September 24th we got the chance to see
him ourselves and, as usual, Art did not lie.

from the library and “watching” them over and
over. He would stop the video and using a metal
mixing bowl he would have his wife, Jackie, show
him exactly how each cut was made. He bought
some tools and a small lathe and then ventured
into his shop to practice.

Michael report that he had some tremendous
catches in those early days but he carried on doing
the best he could. And then one day he learned
Michael began by telling us a little about himself.
He was a flat woodworker for much of his adult life about the clubs in his area. He said, “You mean
there are clubs for this!?” He joined two local chapand is very familiar with woodworking tools.
About 13 years ago he got the flu but once his body ters that month and that lead to guidance and
mentoring which lead to where he is today.
had fought off the bug his immune system kept
“attacking” and in Michael’s case attacked the rods
Michael did three projects during his demonstraand cones in his eyes. This condition is extremely
tion, a bowl, a box, and a finial Christmas ornarare (about 500 reported cases in the world!) and
ment.
usually self corrects before the patient goes blind.
Michael is the first recorded patient to completely Setting Up
lose his sight.
Of course, Michael does everything by feel. To reAs he was losing his sight he thought he should
duce wear on his fingers he wraps all of his fingertake up some activity that would allow him to keep tips in masking tape except the thumb and forefinworking with wood while having impaired vision
ger on his right hand. He has also developed cer(at this point he still had some vision). He and his tain jigs and aids as well as his own unique probrother-in-law started a chainsaw milling operacesses that support his efforts. He stated that he
tion. Michael learned to operate the mill and they has a hard time knowing where the bottom of the
specialized in milling timbers harvested from the
bowl is. So he developed a masterful depth gauge
“urban” forest.
that allows him to “feel” the thickness. He also has
his favorite tools ground the way he likes them.
Once he lost his sight completely he continued to
But I was surprised (and delighted) to see that he is
operate the mill and one day a wood turning cusa “cutting” turner. That is he uses his tools to cut
tomer brought along a bowl. As he inspected the
the fibers of the wood rather than scraping them.
bowl with his hands, Michael was struck with the
idea that he could do this. He could become a wood The Bowl
turner.
Michael gets planks from his chainsaw mill and
Michael started his self-learning by getting videos
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uses his chainsaw (yes, you read correctly) to cut
the planks to the correct size. He then cuts off the
corners and that is usually all the shaping he does
with his blanks. He works in his fully equipped
shop that has a table saw, jointer, bandsaw, planer,
lathe, and so on. But he reports that he finds the
bandsaw to be the scariest power tool in his shop
so he does not use it to round out his blanks.
After roughing a blank he puts a deep recess in the
bottom and cores it our using the Oneway coring
system. He then double seals the blanks with end
sealer and tightly wraps them in paper bags. These
he puts away or the usual drying time of about 1
year per inch.
When starting a dried blank he first mounts it between centers and then put a rough tenon on the
back. Grabbing this in a chuck he cuts a recess in
the inside of the bowl using a jig he calls his GoNogo jig (Figure 1). This is a simple piece of ¼”
aluminum sized so if the small end does not fit the
tenon his jaws will not fit the recess. And if the
large side does not fit then the recess is too large
for the jaws.

GVWG
He then shapes the outside of the bowl using a
3/8” bowl gouge and if you just walked in the room
at that point you would be hard pressed to know
that he is blind. His technique is excellent and his
sense of form is highly developed. As with the bottom, he shapes and then sands the outside to 320
grit.
I smiled when Michael spoke of his sanding philosophy. One of his Guild mates back home gets industrial sanding belts that are 36 grit and really
stiff. This is often his first sandpaper. He has
found that he can get the surface to “smooth”
quickly and then move on to more traditional grits.
When the outside is complete, Michael flips the
bowl over and grabs it in the inside of the recess he
created for the foot. At this point he proceeds as
you would expect - from the lip of the bowl stepping his way down toward the center. However, it
is difficult for him to gauge how thick the bottom is
so he created a wonderful thickness gauge (see figure 2 ). The device comes in two parts. Part A is a
simple plate that sits on the ways and is pushed up
against the headstock. It is cut so that the outside
edge is directly under the outside edge of the jaws
of the chuck. The second part is a plywood tower
that sits on the ways and has a block between the
ways to keep it centered. Level with the center of
the headstock is a shaft that extends to the edge of

Figure 1

Once the recess is done he flips the blank over and
grabs it with a 4-jaw chuck. Now he is free to work
on the outside. His first step is to flatten off the
bottom and repeat the process of cutting a recess.
This will be the finished foot of his bowl so he takes
care to do it right, including sanding.
Figure 2

GVWG
the base of Part B. When Part B is slide up to Part
A the shaft just reached the edge of the jaws.
When a bowl is in the chuck the shaft stops when it
hits bottom and the thickness is the distance between the base of Part A and Part B.
Once the bowl is turned on the inside, Michael repeats his sanding routine, again starting with 36
grit and/or a sanding pad in a drill and finishing
around 320 grit.
Michael finishes all his bowls with Wipe-on Poly
both inside and the out. He usually has 10 or more
bowls in the finishing process at one time and each
gets up to 20 coats of WoP. His wife, Jackie, does
the inspection for tear-out that he cannot feel but
otherwise he does all this on his own. She also can
offer some suggestions about grain-orientation,
especially if there is some significant figure in the
wood.
Michael sells his bowls at craft fairs and on-line.

Figure 3

After the bowl was completed he turned a finialstyle Christmas ornament. These are hollowed out
just like others do and Michael has developed
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tricks to make it easier for him. One excellent idea
is to use a hole saw drill to quickly cut tenons for
his ornament finials.(Figure 4) Some discussion at
the time suggested that plug cutters would also
work and I have since discovered they are readily
available in larger sizes including ¾” and 1”.

Figure 4
Adjustable Hole Saw Drill

Michael is a good turner with good tool control,
excellent tool selection, great process development
and a solid eye for safety. But beyond that he is an
inspiration on how to address adversity. Before
seeing him I could not imagine revising my turning
to deal with a lack of eye-sight. But what about
back pains, stiff necks, bruises, cuts, or other maladies? Could I (we) overcome those and carry on?
Clearly we could. We simply need to remember
Michael and his success as a turner.
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IOCO Days Demo
By Bruce Campbell
October 1st dawned clear and warm which made a
day in the historical IOCO town site a real pleasure. Des Wilson and I were there to demonstrate
wood turning during IOCO days, an annual festival put on by the Port Moody Historical Society.
Des and Don Hoskins have done this for a number of years but this was my first year.
As is required by the Guild we set up with all due
precautions and promoted the Guild all day long.
One fellow delighted both of us when he said he
still had the bowl he turned in high school (how
many times have we heard that story) but he also
remembered his Shop teacher’s name. When I
asked him who his English teacher was be didn’t
have a clue. We may just get a few new members
from the event.
Of course, tops were a big hit but Des turned
some wonderful bark-edge mushrooms that were
real crowd-pleasers. And, of course, the little kids
liked the chips.
These demonstrations at local events remain a
great way for us to promote the Guild educate the
public about the art and craft of woodturning.

GVWG
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Outstanding Contribution Award:
Merv Graham
By Bruce Campbell
In 2007 our Board created the Outstanding Contribution Award as a way to recognize those members
that have done things for the Guild that made us a
better organization. This prestigious award has only been presented twice before, to Art Liestman,
our founding president and to the late Don
Hoskins, our first treasurer.

active volunteer. He served several terms on our
Board and for many years was the keeper of the
poster board for upcoming demonstrators. When a
club event happened he was there to set up, chat
with folks, demonstrate, and perhaps most importantly, to help clean up afterwards.

Merv maintained a persona known as ”Mr.
At our September meeting the Board awarded this Grumpy”. I understand that he was given the
name by his students while he was a teacher and he
prestigious honour on Merv Graham.
often seemed to fit the name. But for all of us who
Merv joined the GVWG in 2000, barely a year after
know him that rough exterior is just a front for a
we were formed. As a retired Tech Ed (Shop)
kind heart and dedicated contributor.
teacher Merv brought with him a lot of experience
Merv will be leaving the Guild to move to the St.
with hand tools and power equipment but he
brought something much more important – a vol- Albert, Alberta to be with his grandchildren. Our
loss will certainly be their gain and we wish him all
unteer’s attitude.
the very best in the years ahead.
Like a number of other in the Guild, Merv believes
Congratulations Mr. Grumpy and thanks for everythat if you are a part of a volunteer group you are
thing.
obligated to contribute. And he constantly
matched his words with actions. During each of
our three symposia Merv served as a planner and
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Instant Gallery
March 25

Dennis Houle – Bowl – Elm – 7.5X3.25 – WoP
Chris Stiles – Natural Edge Platter – Maple Root Burl
– 14X1.5 – Tung Oil

Dan Breck – Live Edge Bowl – Maple – 15X4 – WoP

Bruce Wood – Candle Holder – Maple – 4.75X2 –
Carnuba

Bruce Wood – Pot‐Pouri – Maple Burl – 5.5X2.75 –
Carnuba 2

Dan G – Yew

Dan G – Yew – Almond
Oil

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2016

Chris Stiles – Wing Bowl – Oak – 9.5X3 – Tung Oil

Dan Breck – Vase – Silver Maple – 10X10 – WoP

David Adolph – Emerging Bottle – Fig –
5X8.5 – Shellawax

Dan G – Candle Holder for
Shabat – Maple 3

Bruce Wood – Bowl – Cherry – 7X5.5 – Carnuba
Dennis Houle – Beads of Courage Box –
Japanese Cherry – 6X8 – Laser Engraved 3
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Instant Gallery
September 2016

Gal G – Cedar – Beeswax

Dennis Houle – Hollow Form – Spalted
Mountain Ash – 6.5X7 – WoP

Greg Stack – Wine Stoppers – Walnut, Oak – WoP

Jay Mapson – Natural Edge Vase – Silver
Maple – 4X5 – WoP

Jay Mapson – Bowl – Denim Pine – 9X4 – WoP

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
September 2016

Michael Blankenship – Bowl – Maple – 9X6 – WoP

Jim Johnson – Hollow Form – Black Walnut
– 7X10 – Satin WoP

Keith Ruttan – Shallow Bowl – Maple – 14.5X3 – WoP

Jay Mapson – Square Bowl – Maple Burl – 6X3 – WoP

Keith Ruttan – Bowl – Maple – 14.5X4.5 – WoP
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Present's Challenge Gallery
Collabora on

Bruce Wood & Keith Ruttan – Bowl – Maple – 8X3 –
WoP
Jay Mapson & Keith Ruttan – Square Prickly Bowl –
Maple Burl – 4X3 – WoP

Jay & Lin Mapson – Pyrography Bowl 2 – Maple – 5X2
– WoP

Bruce Campbell & Robert Carlson –
Playing with Fire – Birch – 4X7 – Oil

Jay & Lin Mapson – Pyrography Bowl 2 – Maple –
5X2 – WoP

Don Hoskins & Bruce Campbell – Cocobolo Letter
Opener – Cocobolo – Wax

GVWG
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Calendar of Events
2016
Date

Time

Location

Event
2016

Sept 24, 2016

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Michael Blankenship – all-day demo
Club Meeting
FoF – Jim Johnson, small hollowing tools
Main Speaker – Robert Carlson – Lichtenberg Pyrography
Done Safely
Turning 101 – tba
Instuctor: tba
Club Meeting
FoF – Phil Vetra – Tenons and Mortises for woodturning
Main Speaker – David MacDonald – Making High-end Clarinets

Sept 28,
2016

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Oct 8, 2016

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools
tentative

Oct 26, 2016

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 12, 2016

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Eric Lofstrom - all day demo

Nov 13, 2016

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools Classroom

Eric Lofstrom - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Nov 23, 2016

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Spiral Turning
2017

Jan 25, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Feb 11, 2017

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Kristin Levier - all day demo

Feb 12, 2017

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools Classroom

Kristin Levier - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Feb 22, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 22, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Apr 22, 2017

9AM – 4PM

Sapperton Hall

Keith Godschall - all day demo

Apr 23, 2017

9AM – 4PM

KMS Tools Classroom

Keith Godschall - Hands-on Class (limit 6 persons)

Apr 26, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 24, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall
Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas
City, MO

June 22-25,
2017
Jun 28, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Sep 27, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Oct 25, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 22, 2017

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
2017 AAW National Symposium
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker - tba

Special points of
interest:














Next Meeting:
Wednesday, October,
26th, 2017 at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall, 318
Keary St, New Westminster BC
Food Providers:
Dan Lemire
Olaf Lepper
Art Liestman
Brian Lunt
Murray MacKinnon
Jay Mapson

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President:

Bill Fowle

604.466.2150

president@gvwg.ca

Vice President:

Dan Breck

604.597.0027

communications@gvwg.ca

Secretary:

Des Wilson

Treasurer:

Barry Wilkinson

604.536.6870

Member At Large:

Tom Byrom

604.929.1766

Brian Lunt
Claudia Hayward

604.942.3928
604.462.7597

Greeters:
Gloria Herberts
Neva Hilliard
Brian Hills
Steve Hocevar
Gerry Hodgins
Kees Hof
Main Speaker:
David MacDonald,
Making Concert-grade
Clarinets
FoF Speaker:
Phil Vetra – tenons
and mortises in
woodturning

secretary@gvwg.ca

Bob James
Cathy Nakagawa
John Spitters

778.783.0098

Educational Coordi‐
nator:
Librarian:

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9760

Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief:

TBD

FOF Coordinator:

Phil Vetra

604.530.5158

Turning 101:

604.944.3028
604 430 1866

President’s Challenge:
This month – Colour

Newsletter Editor:

Ed Pretty, Claudia
Hayward
Bruce Campbell

Newsletter Publisher:

Robert Carlson

Next time (November)
– “Top”

Digital Photography:

Jay Mapson

Webmaster:

Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

editor@gvwg.ca

webmaster@gvwg.ca

